
Post-MNS, what directions did 
our anti-classism work go in? 

Chuck Collins 
and the late great Felice Yeskel



We planted lots of seeds! 

In the growing world of 
diversity training, MNS 
was almost unique in 
including classism. 

This widely used book 
was influenced by MNS 
oppression/ liberation 
workshops. Felice and I 
wrote the classism 
chapter. 



Training for Change, co-founded by George Lakey, 
where  Erika Thorne has long been a core trainer, has 
offered great classism workshops.



Anne (Slepian) Ellinger and Christopher (Mogil) Ellinger 
focused on organizing progressive rich people  for 20 

years, inspiring many to give away fortunes, invest with 
social good in mind, and advocate for the common 

good.



Peter 
Woodrow 
co-edited 

their book, 
published 

by New 
Society 

Publishers



Then Anne and Christopher founded 
Bolder Giving to encourage multi-
millionaires to give more away....

… and they helped get 
Resource Generation 
off the ground.



Anti-classism is also organizing against economic 
injustice. I had a series  of community organizing 
jobs for economic justice nonprofits:

for affordable housing, for pay equity for women...

…. and a 
futile fight 
to save the 
welfare 
safety net



United for a Fair Economy, founded by Chuck and 
Felice, has been working against extreme inequality 

since 1994. 



I was UFE’s 
Communications 
Director for 9 
years. 

There’s nothing 
easier to publicize 
than rich people 
saying “Tax me 
more”! 



UFE’s popular education work has 
always been theatrical, in the Paulo 

Freire tradition



I especially 
enjoyed 
performing 
with the 
Billionaires for 
Bush. 

(My billionaire name was 
Mimi Nottieu.)



We did 
pioneering 
work on the 
racial wealth 
gap



My first book on classism was published by New 
Society Publishers in 2004



Several MNSers helped found 
Class Action in 2004

Felice was the co-director until her death in 2011. 

Jerry Koch-Gonzalez, Chuck Collins and I were founding 
board members. 



Highlights of 16 years of Class Action

● Hundreds of Exploring Class 
workshops, by 25+ trained trainers

● Nine annual Summits for first 
generation college students 

● Lots of publications: 
a cross-class dialogue manual, 
a youth curriculum, and the Class 
Lives book
(all at www.classism.org/store)



My dissertation and book, 
Missing Class, were the basis for 
Class Action’s Activist Class 
Cultures workshops all around 
the US.

Online toolkit at 
www.activstclasscultures.org

http://www.activstclasscultures.org


Class Action used my  book tour to bring together local 
groups doing cross-class bridge building. I presented 
“Cross Class Bridge Builder” awards to community groups 
that got the most votes by local activists.



My current Class Action involvement is a project on 
burnout nonprofit jobs, and how foundations can 
change their practices to prevent them.



Chuck Collins continues to write and organize about 
extreme inequality - most recently about the Pandora 
Papers wealth-hiding scandal.



The seeds that MNS planted with working-class 
speak-outs, cost-sharing and classism workshops 
have sprouted into thousands of flowers.


